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Hair and beards gone wild

Then get a drinking straw
and blow through it onto the
drips left on the little figures
– blow in an upward direction and the little man will
get long purple hair. With the
big guy, also blow through
the straw - but this time in a
downward direction – to give
him a nice, funny beard.

Now take a paintbrush, dip
it into water and lay a wash
across the two colours. Make
sure you apply enough water
to leave tiny little drips on
top of the painted areas.

To give the wild boys some
hair, take a red and a green
Jumbo GRIP colour pencil
and start drawing by staying
within the dotted lines. Make
sure you press the pencil
down hard.
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Finally, draw its ears, legs and a
tiny little tail.
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Draw two dots for its eyes, a nose
and a mouth full of teeth.
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The comic dog

Take a paintbrush, dip it into water and lay a wash
across the lower part of the oval. Use the remaining
colour on the paintbrush and apply a thick stroke
below the dog’s feet. That will make your dog look
more like a real dog, now.

Tip:
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Another colour of
the Jumbo GRIP
colour pencils will
help you give your
dog a funny fur.

Now draw your own lamb. After you have finished,
colour all lambs with a yellow or orange Jumbo
GRIP colour pencil.
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Take a red or a blue Jumbo GRIP colour pencil and
trace over the dotted lines.
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Drawingg liittle lambs
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Then retrace the lines and complete the little tail
and the legs.
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Since you are a real expert now, you can design your
own little lambs. Simply change the position of the
legs and you will see how joyfully they can run and
jump around.

Tip:

Start right here at the head, then draw its fur and
finish by adding the trees and the little tail.
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To put the finishing touch to it, draw tiny semicircles into the cloud-shaped letters. Now they look
like real clouds.
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Now take a blue Jumbo GRIP colour pencil and
draw cloud shapes around the letters. Then remove
the letters in the clouds with an eraser.
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Write down your name in capital letters with a
Jumbo GRIP pencil or colour pencil. Make sure you
leave large spaces between the individual letters and
press the pencil down hard while writing.
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Sky writing
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You will obtain a fantastic sky by shading the area around the word
and laying a wash over it with a paintbrush and a little bit of water.
The letters will get a perfect three-dimensional look when you apply a
wash over the bottom and the left edge of each line.

Tip:

